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Abstract. The MTP (multiple translation paths) approach supports human transla-
tors in clinical terminology localization. It exploits the results of web-based machine 

translation tools and generates, for a chosen target language, a scored output of 
translation candidates for each input terminology code. We present first results of a 

validation, using four SNOMED CT benchmarks and three translation engines. For 

German as target language, there was a significant advantage of MTP as a generator 
of plausible translation candidate lists, and a moderate advantage of the top-ranked 

MTP translation candidate over single best performing direct-translation approaches.  
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1. Introduction 

SNOMED CT’s [1] acceptance depends on localization, i.e. its adaptation to the end 

users’ language. SNOMED CT is distributed in English and Spanish, with official trans-

lations available for some other languages. Translations provide a unique label (fully 
specified name, FSN) for each localized SNOMED CT code. As terminology translation 

is expensive and time-consuming, free machine translation tools bear the promise to ac-

celerate this process. The MTP (multiple translation path) approach [2] was developed 

to generate, for a chosen target language, a scored output of translation candidates (TCs) 

for each SNOMED CT code and the related source FSNs. Besides direct translations, e.g. 

from Spanish to German, additional paths are created via support languages (e.g. Spanish 

via English to German) in order to collect a majority-vote TC list per code.   

2. Material and Methods 

We compared direct with MTP translations to German using four benchmarks: (i) value 

sets of the German BfArM Catalogue linked to SNOMED CT, enriched with synonyms 

provided by [3]; (ii) the unofficial translation of an early SNOMED CT version, (iii) a 

random subset of the 2021 SNOMED CT release, translated by medical students; and 

(iv) the SNOMED CT Starter Set collection [4], enriched by German synonyms. English, 

Spanish and Swedish were taken as source languages for Google Translator, DeepL and 

Systran. Danish, Dutch, Norwegian, Italian, Portuguese, Polish and Russian were chosen 
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as support languages. From each benchmark, a random sample of 500 SNOMED CT 

codes that existed in the 2021 SNOMED CT release was extracted. For each code and 

language, the FSN (without the hierarchy tag) was fed into the process. 

3. Results and Discussion 

Table 1. Exact match and 1-gram BLEU metric related to benchmarks for direct and MTP translations at 

various rank-range choices. Uncertainties on these values were obtained by performing 10 different random 
choices of 500 terms (among a total of 1000 MTP-translated terms) for each benchmark, and evaluating the 

standard deviation both on PEM and BLEU metric.

 

For each input code, MTP resulted in 91 translation paths with various degrees of coin-

cidence, with an average 28.7 distinct translations per code. Tab. 1 shows the comparison 

between MTP and direct translation (DT) in their capability to target the benchmarks, 

measured by % exact match (PEM) and the 1-gram BLEU metric [5]. Values strongly 

vary, which is explainable by different support of synonyms. MTP at rank 1 slightly 

outperforms any MT tool (around 1-3%). Extending to rank 1 and 2, MTP performance 

rises up to 20%. Including candidates at lower rank improves only to 1-3%. Restricting 

the comparison to rank 1 only (i.e. considering MTP a translator that produces only one 

translation like in DT), only the first scenario showed an advantage of MTP, whereas 

MTP was outperformed in the other cases particularly by the Swedish-to-German Google 

translation scenario by up to .06 (BLEU metric) in the fourth scenario. Finally, it is to be 

noted that a fraction of exact matches with the human translation is found only by MTP 

but not by any DT. This means that some human-like translations are found only by 

means of the use of intermediate languages. Our work is encouraging insofar that it sug-

gests that for terminology translation the combination of web-based translation engines 

produces higher translation quality and coverage The effect size is remarkable for MTP 

as a shortlist creator, but still moderate when considering only top-ranked TCs. 
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